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' Ever since the time when integrated circuits were first produced there has been a continuous

decrease in the dirnensions of the transistors and other circuit elements used. There is a

strong incentive for this diminution in size as the cost is closely rel-ated to the number of

elements that can be packed onto the sil.icon wafer and most circuit characteristics are improved

by reduced dirrensions. It is elear that this decrease in dimensions will continue for some time

yet before any superabl-e technological or any more fundauental barrier is reached.

ThrougJrout the world great efforts are being devoted to exploring possible ways of achieving

features in the region of 1um in a practical manner. Optical projection with L:L rnagnification

is being extended into the deep UV. Several demagnifying step-and-repeat systems working

directly on the silicon are appearing on the market, and a number of teams are working on direct

slice writing with electron beams. Repl-ieation using X-rays is being pursued in many

laboratories.

Relatively little attention has been devoted

originaLl-y demonstrated by OrKeefe Vine and llandy

a photocathode material so that, when il1r:minated'

all clear areas of the mask. These eLectrons are

onto the sil-ieon wafer held parall-el- to the mask.

Development of this basic system has included

relying on X-ray emission from special markers on

to the method of L:1 el-ectron image projection

in 1969. This system uses a mask coated with

by W from behind, electrons are emitted from

focussed by axiaL magnetic and electric fields

the addition of an automatic al-ig;nrnent system,

the silicon. Ihe main advantages offered by

the electron image projector are:

(1) high speed - 2O second exposures are possible with onl-y modest W intensity and an

insensitive resist,

(2) high resolution - certainly submicron,

(3) l-qrge depth of focus - at least 5opm for 0.1p edge movement,

(4) fast automatic aLignrnent to t O.lpm,

(5) the potential to correct for wafer e:qpansion or contraction.

Against these desirable features there are a nrmiber of difficulties, the most significant of

which is image distortion. This arises from the fact that the electric field cannot be

perfectly uniforrn since part of the positive electrode is the silicon wafer itself. A slight
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discontinuity is inevitabLe at the edges and any wafer bowing that occurs wiLL aLso result
in sorre distortion of the irnage. It is this problem that has probabLy deterred many peopLe

fron taking eLectron image projection seriouslv. However the probLem should be seen in
perspective. In the best exaqles integrated circuits are already being nade with registration
tolerances of leee than lpm everywhere on the wafer, and this registration torerance includes

many factors in addition to image distortion. There are stilL a n'rnber of improvenrents that
can be introduced to aleliorate the problems including an eLectrostatic chuck and autouratic

magnification control. Another problem is electron scattering. Ttre sane proximity effect
that is encountered with scanning electron beam systems occurs in the projector but it is
supplernented by a longer range effect due to electrong that Leave the surface and are returned

to it by the electric field. rt is impractical. to u8e the projector in the extrene case of a

nask with isolated srnall features on a cLear backgrormd, but in the majority of circuits the

effects are quite tolerable. overaLL there appear to be no ftrndarnental difficul-ties that
would Prevent the electron irnage projector from becouing an economic method for naking very

high packing density large scaLe integrated circuits.
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